SKY DRAGON COFFEE CLUB
The Sky Dragon has become an important part of Hamilton’s progressive community. And while many not-for-profit community development worker cooperatives that were started-from-scratch five years ago are now rolling in dough (not really), ours
has struggled financially. While it’s true that the Sky Dragon is, right now, close to failing financially, it is also tantalisingly
close to succeeding financially.
With your help and the good will in this community, we can continue to create jobs and a creative, welcoming, not-for-profit
space in Hamilton’s core.
We are a model of sustainable and fair economic development. You can help prove this is possible by supporting our businesses. We’re proud of the fairly-traded, organically-grown, coffee we roast. It’s great coffee and since it’s cooperatively grown,
picked, shipped and roasted we can sell it at a great price. Cheaper, fresher and better than anywhere else. And every pound
we sell solidifies the Sky dragon as a non-corporate public space in Hamilton’s core.
Do you know anyone that might be interested? Maybe some friends at work? ...or the gang at yoga class? You get the idea.
We are starting a Sky Dragon Coffee Club program where people can receive a pound of freshly roasted coffee once a week and
you take it to them. Our first try at this will begin the week of April 12th and continue for five weeks until the week of May
10th.
This is way better than a lot of the “fundraising” going on out there. You’re not begging people to buy crappy, slave-grown
chocolate at twice the usual value. You will be giving your friends the opportunity to try the best, freshest, artisan-roasted coffee in Hamilton. Coffee that was grown and picked by workers with rights and workers who were paid a fair wage. Coffee
that was grown in a way that respects the land and the ecosystem. And they can have it for less than any other comparable
product in town.
So do you know anyone who would like to try Sky dragon coffee? If you can get even one or two of them to join this coffee
club you’ll be doing them a favour and really helping the Sky Dragon.
Process of starting your own coffee club:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Download this pdf file and print it off or pick up a copy at the Sky Dragon Centre.
Talk to people you know in groups that meet regularly about our weekly coffee club (for example, your yoga class).
Complete the order form.
Drop off or fax the order form by April 5th:
27 King William Street, Hamilton, Ontario. L8R 1A1
Fax number: 905-481-2550

5. Coffee that has been roasted on Saturday or Sunday will be available for you to pick up at the Sky Dragon Monday or
Tuesday of each week.
6.

You can pay for the whole order up front (which we would prefer, of course) or pay for the coffee when you pick it up.

If you have any questions please email us at skydragon.coffee@gmail.com or call us at 905-777-8102.
With your help, the Dragon can be saved.

SKY DRAGON COFFEE CLUB ORDER FORM
We are starting a Sky Dragon Coffee Club program where people can receive a pound of
freshly-roasted , fairly-traded, organically-grown coffee once a week and you take it to
them.  Our first try at this will begin the week of April 12th and continue for five weeks until the
week of May 10th.
HOW TO JOIN:
• Talk to people you know in groups that meet regularly about our weekly coffee club  (for example, your yoga class).
• Complete this form. Drop off or fax the order form by April 5th.
• Coffee that has been roasted on Saturday or Sunday will be available for you to pick up at
the Skydragon Monday or Tuesday of each week. You can pay for the whole order up front
(which we would prefer, of course) or pay for the coffee when you pick it up.

• One pound of coffee a week makes about
one strong pot every day for a week.
• Half pound bags are available for $7.

$11/week for 5 weeks is $55
$6/week for 5 weeks is $30

BLENDS:
Peruvian Cafe Femenino (PCF)
medium roast, fruity notes

Papua New Guinea Enorga (PNG)
dark roast, rich, earthy flavour

Co-op Blend (CB)

medium dark, rich flavour

Peru Penachi Decaf (PD)
medium dark, full flavour

Grinding:  Coffee begins to lose its flavour quickly after grinding so we recommend that you
buy beans and grind them yourself but ground coffee is available by request.

Coffee Club Sign up sheet
Name

Blend (ie. PNG) Pound or Half? Whole or Ground? Paid?

Drop off or fax the order form by April 5th:
27 King William Street, Hamilton, Ontario. L8R 1A1
Fax: 905-481-2550
Email:  skydragon.coffee@gmail.com
www.skydragon.org     905.777.8102

